NAWRB's Diversity & Inclusion Leadership Council

Info@NAWRB.com
949.559.9800
We will share, better understand the impacts of, and develop good solutions to assist our industry in promoting diversity for all women. The focus of our Council will be to develop women’s diversity best practices that will be adopted by many leading companies and executed broadly across our industry. These practices will help women at all associate and leadership levels enhance our financial services and real estate businesses in the future.

- Rebecca Steele, President & CEO of National Women in the Housing & Real Ecosystem (NAWRB) is seeking additional senior executive women to join our exclusive NAWRB Diversity & Inclusion Leadership Council (NDILC), dedicated to raising the number of women leaders and growing women’s employment and empowerment at all levels in the housing ecosystem. Our Council, comprised of senior executive women, works diligently toward gender equality and obtaining equal opportunity for women across America.

About NAWRB

NAWRB is a leading voice for women focused on advancing gender equality, raising the utilization of women-owned and small businesses and providing the tools for economic security, stability and sanctuary. We provide one of the most wide-ranging resources in the industry, covering topics and issues affecting women in the housing ecosystem from poverty and homeownership to leadership opportunities and family offices.

NAWRB is one of only 9 organizations listed on the national platform for the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) as a Partner Resource for Women-Owned Businesses.

History of NDILC

The housing ecosystem has been critically lacking women in upper management and the utilization of women-owned suppliers across their platforms. While Dodd-Frank Section 342 created the Office(s) of Minority and Women Inclusion (OMWI), the overall act lacks defined regulations for the accountability of the regulated entities.

In 2015, NAWRB introduced our Diversity and Inclusion Leadership Council, dedicated to raising the number of women leaders and growing women’s employment and empowerment at all levels in the housing ecosystem. Our Council, comprised of senior executive women, works diligently toward gender equality and obtaining equal opportunity for women across America.

The leaders on the NDILC work together to achieve their shared goals by leveraging each other’s resources, offering mentorship and education training, sharing opportunities for women’s advancement and highlighting individuals and organizations who are making a difference in achieving gender parity. Council members can focus their efforts in the following sub-committees:

- Communication/Media
- Education/Mentoring
- Women’s Leadership

NDILC by Invitation Only: Senior Executive Women With Grit!

Women in the Housing & Real Ecosystem (NAWRB) is seeking additional senior executive women to join our exclusive NAWRB Diversity & Inclusion Leadership Council (NDILC), dedicated to raising the number of women leaders and growing women’s employment and empowerment at all levels in the housing ecosystem. Our Council, comprised of senior executive women, works diligently toward gender equality and obtaining equal opportunity for women across America.
Members’ and companies’ strengths and positions discussed during private meetings. Multiple departments in your company or agency, highlighted in one source.
We will share, better understand the impacts of, and develop good solutions to assist our industry in promoting diversity for all women. The focus of our Council will be to develop women’s diversity best practices that will be adopted by many leading companies and executed broadly across our industry. These practices will help women at all associate and leadership levels enhance our financial services and real estate businesses in the future.” — Rebecca Steele, President & CEO of National Women in the Housing & Real Ecosystem (NAWRB)

The Housing and Real Estate industry needs to recruit and retain a workforce as diverse as the people who we serve. And we need to seek ways to ensure collaboration and inclusion through programs like MBA’s mPower community which helps women in real estate finance to network and help each other advance in their careers. I look forward to my work on this committee to ensure women grow and prosper in the workforce.” — Marcia Davies, COO of Mortgage Bankers Association (MBA) and Founder of mPower

Our diverse NDILC Members throughout the housing and real estate ecosystem are sharing their expertise, resources and unique experiences to help expand, strengthen and reach our shared goals for women’s leadership. Increasing our footprint with cultivated long-term relationships provides the heightened impact on gender equality to women’s independence.” — Desirée Patno, President & CEO of NAWRB

I’m delighted to join the NAWRB’s Diversity and Inclusion Leadership Council”, said Dr. Chitra Dorai. “It is an absolute honor to serve alongside an extraordinary group of women leaders dedicated to the advocacy and promotion of diversity and inclusion in the workplace. To quote Richard Hamming, a Computer Pioneer and Mathematician, “If you don’t work on important problems, it’s not likely that you’ll do important work.” The charter of NDILC addresses a very important problem in the housing industry and I look forward to contributing to the important work of this council!” — Dr. Chitra Dorai, AI Scientist, CEO & Founder of AmicusBrain Former IBM Fellow and CTO at IBM Global Services
NDILC Membership Council
$1000 base and Strategic Partnership

$10,000
Executive
• Sub banner advertisement on email blasts (2 a year)
• Recognition as Executive Sponsor on NAWRB.com and NAWRB Magazine
• NAWRB Logo for marketing materials
• One year subscription of NAWRB Magazine
• One pass to NAWRB’s annual conference

$25,000
Grand
• Press Release of Partnership
• One full-page ad in one NAWRB Magazine issue
• Sub banner advertisement on email blasts (3 a year)
• Recognition as Grand Sponsor on NAWRB.com and NAWRB Magazine
• NAWRB Logo for marketing materials
• One year subscription of NAWRB Magazine
• Recognition on conference program and website as annual Partner
• Recognition as NAWRB annual Partner in conference booklet
• Two passes to NAWRB’s annual conference

$50,000
Premier
• Cultivate Relationships
• Press Release of Partnership
• NDILC Membership
• Full-page ad (interiors) in two NAWRB Magazine issues
• Sub banner advertisement on email blasts (6 a year)
• Recognition as Premier Sponsor on NAWRB.com and NAWRB Magazine
• NAWRB Logo for marketing materials
• One year subscription of NAWRB Magazine
• Premium recognition on conference program and website as annual Partner
• Premium recognition as NAWRB annual Partner in conference booklet
• Three sheCalls sponsorships
• Four passes to NAWRB’s annual conference

$75,000
Royal
• Cultivate Relationships
• Press Release of Partnership
• Women in the Housing Ecosystem Report (WHER) Sponsor
• NDILC Membership
• Full interior page ad in three NAWRB Magazine issues
• Sub banner advertisement on email blasts (once a month)
• Recognition as Royal Sponsor on NAWRB.com sponsor page and NAWRB Magazine
• NAWRB Logo for marketing materials
• One year subscription of NAWRB Magazine
• Premium recognition on conference program and website as annual Partner
• Premium recognition as NAWRB annual Partner in conference booklet
• Logo Placement on NAWRB eNewsletter
• Speaking opportunities at local NAWRB events
• Twelve twitter feed blasts
• Six sheCalls sponsorships
• Six passes to NAWRB’s annual conference